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This invention relates to air conditioning and air 
tempering equipment and‘ more particularly to a‘ self 
contained unit that will be compact and easy to handle 
and transport. It has among its objects to provide a 
new and improved air tempering unit that will avoid, 
one or more of the disadvantages and limitations‘ of the 
prior art. Another object of the invention is to pro 
vide a new and improved air tempering unit, that will 
be arranged for cooling, air topbe dispersed in a room 
or chamber, Without the use of conventional refrigerat 
ing equipment normally essential in apparatus of this 
nature. , 

A further’ object of the invention is to provide a 
new ‘and improved airtempering unit employing evap 
orative cooling principles. Anv additional object of the 
invention is to provide a new and improved air temper 
ing unit that will not only cool the air that ‘is dispersed 
by‘ it, but will have control of the moisture content 
therein. _ I w _ v 

Still another objectpof this invention isto provide, a 
new and improved air tempering unit that will be sim 
ple in construction, economical‘to _man'u'fa'cture and 
maintain, ande?ective in operation, as well as afford a 
?ltering arrangement in its structure to remove dust 
and objectional matter, as the air, is passed through the 
device and before it is distributed thereby. I > 

Other objects of the invention will become apparent 
as the invention is more fully set forth. The provision 
of a unit or system for the conditioning, of air in alroom 
or public space, has become an important adjunct in 
modern civilization. However the cost of an installa 
tion for this purpose and its operation is high, too much 
to appeal to families of moderate means. 

This invention is intended ‘to meet the conditions and 
resulting demand for a reasonably priced installation, 
having a low maintenance and operating ‘cost. It is 
feasible to make the system in small or moderate sized 
units and include automatic features as additional con 
veniences. , ,_>_ ,_ M M p 

The partial vacuuminduced by the exhaust pump, in 
conjunction with a suitable regulating valve is employed 
to give a balancing effect, in the cooling results. This 
arrangement avoids the apparatus required in a conven 
tional refrigerated system and its expensive sundries. 
The recirculating coil employed in this invention is an 
advantageous feature in that it stretches the temperature 
limits over a considerable range. This unit can be uti 
lized in cold and warm climates. This invention em— 
phasizes in its operation: (1) a vacuum eifect on the 
treated air; (2) control of the amount and pressure of 
the entering ‘air by a regulating valve; (3) a heat inter 
changer coil for varying the cooling action; (4) and a 
humidity control for the dispersed air and (5) a panel 
for creating a bubbling system of streams through wa 
ter, evenly and fully distributed for producing a humidi 
fying, cooling and. moisture saturation effect; (6) a 
comparatively noiseless action. 
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For a better understanding of the invention anduthe 
objects thereof, reference _ is made to the’ accompanying 
drawings, wherein a preferred form ofthe invention: is 
indicated. These drawings in conjunction with the fol 
lowing ,description, illustrate the invention; explain its 
principles and explain its method of‘ operation. 

Referring to the drawings: , 
Figure 1‘ is‘ a sectional elevation taken longitudinally 

throughan air tempering unit on line 1—-1 of Figure 
2, together with its connections, and embodying this in 
vention‘; 

Figure 2 is a" transverse sectional elevation taken" on 
line 2--2 of Figure 1'; and 

Figure 3 is a View in“ perspective of the ?ltering’ and 
air distributing panel used in this embodiment. 

Similar reference‘ characters refer to the‘ same parts 
throughout the’ drawings’: v _ _ M _ 

vIn‘ the‘ construction shown in the‘drawings, _a cabinet 
10' of formal rectangular contour and suitable material, 
thickness,‘ and strength is" provided to contain‘ the vari 
ous items that make up the equipment of an air temper 
ing unit. The interior of the cabinet includes an‘ air 

ing and coil section" 12,‘ perforated baffles and drip 
plates‘ _21 and_22, and an upper secondary. chamber 14, 
for holding the tempered airready for disp'érs'al.'_ 
The chamber 11 is separated and partitioned (on from 

the section; 12 by a relatively thin perforated panel 15. 
Its perforations‘ 16 are evenly distributed over the panel 
15, and vare made‘ very minute. I The perforations‘ are 
small eaougnto‘ avoid leakage (because of surface ten 
sion) of appreciable quantities of water resting on the 
panel 15. The’ chamber is fed with air- under pressure 
through a piping inlet connection 17 and after accumu 
lating in the chamberapassels it} in' ?ne: needle-size streams 
through the holes ‘16,’ into the water section 1_2'. ‘The 
air continues through the‘, water 18 and ?lls‘thepspace 
20 above the latter. 4 Then a suction or vacuum device, 
pump or exhaus'tfan 1‘9Arriounted on outer top gr 
face'l of the cabinet Operate? and prqvideslalpertlal 
vacuum‘ in the sp'aceQlla induces the, air to ‘?ow out 
of the Space with. ¢¢nsiderab1eét>¢¢d.,a?i<1 give, up e" ,, g‘h 
heat to reduce itsmtemperature alcor'isiderablegnumber 

of degrees.‘ As the pairleaves the vspace, it passes‘ tween a set of bé?iéam drip. platésll W122; .1118 
lower ba?ie 22 has perforations 23 ‘to allow, any egice‘lss 
water. condensing?outpfthe?air, to accumulate on ita'nd 
drip back into the water 18 below. The device 19 is 
driven bra motor 401 , . , , . , 

The bafflev plates are placed relativelywclosento cinemati 
other and "serve to squeeze orwcomprejss the air stream ‘as 
itpasses to “the upper chamber‘ 174, for the tempered air. 
From the upper ‘chamber 14 ‘the air passes through! main outlet piping connectiong24 to the. suction devige. 
pump or exhaust fan 19 and is discharged intothe piping 
25,.‘ The piping carries the air to a diversionvvalve 2'6 
ofgthe three¢way type.v The valve 25 canbeoperated to 
send the, air into manner 27” from a pipeline‘ 28 ‘con 
nected to it.“ At the outlet‘, the air is distributed ilnt’o‘fa 
room (not shown)’ intended to be supplied by it and 
cooled; If the valve 26 is operated in‘ another direction 
it diverts the‘air through the piping connection 29 at the 
water pool in “section '12‘. The air continues through 
into a tubular copper coil 30 which is‘ cooled further by 
the water 18; already cooled by the evaporative action of 
the air passing through it under pressure and ,vacuum. 
Leaving the tubular coil 39 throughtheconnectign 3'1, it 
ente'rsinto the pipingpSZ and?ows to art ‘outlet 33in an 

other selectedrqom; snitahlilgcataslaearby= . v___Serv.i<:e. qeltaestiqas th£93l£l1sWBt§YRiR1Hg 3.55. 15.1.1 the 
water section to a predetermined level, and can be drained 
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through, the piping;35.,l Ah?oat and valve mechanism 36 
ofpconyentionaltypehkeep the water at, the proper level. 

In order to keep the pressure of the :air ?owing into the 
air distributing chamber at the proper amount, a suitable 

:‘yreg’ulating "valve i37iii's inserted‘inatheservice vline ‘38% and 
1; controls :the new of airf'through the-unit. 'Thererare'i‘cer 
itain adjustments made and rendered practical by thebal 

4 
' pered air through the coil and to the exterior atmos 

»'iancing of the suction’orvaeuum‘devicei19 'against'ione 
“another, in conjunction‘ with the-‘conditions imposed by 
the Water, panel, baf?es and piping;-* Wnen thejiproper 
balance is acquired the unitltempers the air :‘pas'sing 

: through and provides the necessaryitemperature and hu 
e-midityi desired GIJ~S€1€CI€d before the-air is distributed‘ at 
'theoutlets' Various channelsgsuch as radiators and the 
like can be utilized for the delivery of the tempered‘tair 

Ti?‘Om "ther-deviceic The term ~‘~‘.partition”<is usable in this 
speci?cation to include in itsmeaningrth‘e drip ,plates'or 

inbaf?es‘ezlh'anddlk as-well as the panel 16, employing it 
in a generic way. ’ v a v ' ' , V -_ 

qi-pglfhe-arrows used on’ the ‘drawing .enable the’ observer 
to follow the path of the air through the system; ~~ 
While but‘one formof the-‘invention is indicated in 

this‘application it is not desired to~limitgthis application 
tiforr Letters-Patent to such form, as it is appreciated that 
other forms and constructions could be designed and 
‘used that would use the same principles ,and‘come within 
‘the scope of the appended claims. I a ' - ' 

1s: ~ 

1. An air- tempering unit comprising in combination, 
a cabinet, minutely perforated panel disposed across 
said- cabinet dividing it into an air distributing chamber 
'and a secondary chamber; baffles staggered across said 
secondary chamber for diverting airvdrawn from said 
?rst mentioned chamber throughthe perforations in said 
panel into said secondary chamber, ‘said panel being 
adapted to support a quantity of water: thereon without it 
appreciably leaking through said’ perforations but allow 
ing air under pressure to pass‘ upwardly through the panel 
and water and be humidi?ed thereby and temperedlby 
evaporation before continuing by the battles; a main inlet 

‘for supplying air to the distributing chamber, a main 
outlet for‘ the out?ow of the tempered and humidi?ed 

~ air, and a device for inducing the vair to ?ow through the 
chambers fromthe main inlet to the main outlet?under 
pressure, with the addition of a. tubular coil.disposed in 
the'secondary chamber to be immersed by said Water, 
connections between the said outlet and said coil‘for 
transmitting the tempered‘ airtherethrough and an addi 
tional outlet for exteriorly dispersing the air after it 
passes through the coil. ' L ' v 

2. An air tempering unit comprising in combination, 
a cabinet, a minutely perforated panel disposed across 
said cabinet dividing it into an air distributing chamber 
and a secondary chamber; ba?ies staggered across said 
secondary chamber for diverting air drawn from said 
?rst mentioned chamber through the perforations in said 
panel into said secondary chamber, said panel 
being adapted to support a quantity of water there 
on without it appreciably leaking through said perfo 
rations but allowing air under pressure to pass upwardly 
through the panel and water and be humidi?ed thereby 
and tempered by evaporation before continuing by the 
ba?les; a main inlet for supplying air to the distributing 
chamber, a main outlet for the out?ow of the tempered 
and humidi?ed air, and a device for inducing the air to 

’ ?ow through the chambers from the main inlet to the 
main outlet under pressure, with the addition of a tubular 
coil disposed in the secondary chamber to be immersed 
by said water, connections between the said outlet and 
“said coil for transmitting the tempered air therethrough 
and an additional outlet for exteriorly dispersing the air 
after it passes through the coil with the addition of a 

,valve, for selectively controlling the passage of the tem 

- Having thus described the invention what is claimed a 
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3. An air tempering unit comprising in combination 
a cabinet, 2. minutely perforated panel disposed across 
said cabinet dividing it into an air distributing chamber 
and a secondary chamber; baflles staggered across said 
secondary chamber for diverting air drawn from said 
?rst mentioned chamber. through the perforations in said 
panel into said secondary chamber, said panel being 
adapted tov support aquantityuof water thereon without 
it appreciably leaking through said perforations but 
allowing air under pressure to pass upwardly through the 
paneland water and be humidi?ed therebyand; tempered 
by evaporation before continuing by the ba?les; a main 
inlet for supplying air to the distributing chamber, a main 
outlet for the out?ow of the tempered and humidi?ed 
air, and a device for inducing the air to flow through the 
chambers from the main inlet to the main outlet under 
pressure, with the addition of a tubular coil disposed 
in the secondary chamber to be immersed by said water, 
connections between the said outlet and said coil for 
transmitting the tempered air therethrough and an addi 
tional outlet for exteriorly dispersing the air, after it 
passes through the coil, with the addition of a valvevfor 
selectively controlling the passage of the tempered air 
through the coil and to the exterior atmosphere withdthe 
addition of meansfor supplying and ‘draining the water 
in the secondary chamberand means for automatically 
controlling the supplying means", , 3, .1 

4. An air tempering unit comprising in combination 
a cabinet, a minutely perforated panel disposed across 
said cabinet dividing it intoan air distributing chamber 
and a secondary chamber; ba?les ‘staggered across said 
secondary chamber forv diverting air drawn from said 
?rst mentioned chamber through the perforations in said 
panel into secondary chamber, said panel being adapted 
to support a quantity of water thereon without it appre 
ciab‘ly leaking through said perforations but allowing air 
under pressure to pass upwardly through the panel and 
,water and be humidi?ed thereby and tempered by evapo 
ration before continuing by the’baf?es; a main inlet ‘for 
supplying air to the distributing chamber, a main outlet 
for the out?ow of the tempered and humidi?ed air, and a 
device for inducing the ,air to ?ow through the chambers 
from the main inlet to‘the main outlet under pressure, 
with the addition of a tubular coil disposed in the sec 
ondary chamber to be immersed by said water, connec 
tions between the said outlet and said coil foriransmit 
ting the tempered air therethrough and an additional out 
let for exteriorly dispersing the air after it passes through 
the coil with the addition of a valve, for selectively con 
trolling the passage of the tempered air through thecoil 
and to the exterior atmosphere with the addition of means 
for supplying and draining the water in the secondary 
chamber and means for automatically controlling’ the 
supplying means with the device for inducing the air ,?oW 
including a vacuumatic mechanism adjacent the main 
outlet and connected therewith to produce a suction 
within the cabinetvto draw air from the vmain inlet 
through the distributing chamber, the perforations in the 
panel, through the water into the space above in the 
secondary chamber, against the ba?ies to remove excess 
particles of water and collect and drain .them back into 
the water, and thence to thepmain outlet. ' ' 

5. An air tempering unit ‘comprising in combination a 
cabinet, a minutely perforated panel disposed across said 
cabinet dividing it into an air distributing chamber and 
a secondary chamber; ba?les staggered across said ,sec 
ondary chamber for diverting air drawn from said ?rst 
mentioned chamber through the perforations in said 
panel into secondary chamber, said panel being adapted 
to support a quantity of Waterthereon without it appre 
ciably leaking through said perforations but allowing air 
under pressure to pass upwardly through the paneland 
water and be humidi?ed thereby and’ tempered by evapo 
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ration before continuing by the baffles; a main inlet for 
supplying air to the distributing chamber, a main outlet 
for the out?ow of the tempered and humidi?ed air, and 
a device for inducing the air to ?ow through the cham 
bers from the main inlet to the main outlet under pres 
sure, with the addition of a tubular coil disposed in the 
secondary chamber to be mimersed by said water, con 
nections between the said outlet and said coil for trans 
mitting the tempered air therethrough and an additional 
outlet for exteriorly dispersing the air after it passes 
through the coil with the addition of a valve for selec 
tively controlling the passage of the tempered air through 
the coil and to the exterior atmosphere with the addition 
of means for supplying and draining the water in the 
secondary chamber and means for automatically con 
trolling the supplying means with the device for inducing 
the air ?ow including a vacuumatic mechanism adjacent 
the main outlet and connected therewith to produce a 
suction within the cabinet to draw air from the main 
inlet through the distributing chamber, the perforations 
in the panel, through the water into the space above in 
the secondary chamber, against the ba?ies to remove 
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excess particles of water and collect and drain them back 
into the water, and thence ‘to the main outlet with the 
said ba?ies being horizontally positioned and including 
holes therethrough to facilitate the draining of the water 
particles collecting thereon, and the main inlet being 
disposed centrally in the bottom Wall of the cabinet and 
the main outlet in the top Wall of the cabinet o?set to 
create a longer path between the ba?les for the air ?ow 
whereby the flow of air therein will be zigzagged verti 
ca'lly upward. 
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